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BELL SKIVER
BASIC MAINTENANCE

Beginner’s Cheat Sheet
Summarized by SimpleArtfulStuff.com

from Direction as Provided by Head Technician of Sunny Sewing Machines

UPDATED 12.31.20
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HOW TO

Sharpen the Knife

DIRECTIONS
1. Skiver power ON
2. Engage lever (far right) by lowering it
3. Press’n hold foot pedal
4. Slowly turn sharpening knob to left. Stop turning when you see sparks flying out left.
5. Keep pedal engaged down, and sharpen for 30-45 seconds. (For “regular” sharpening,  longer than this is unnecessary.)
6. Then slowly start turning knob back to the right until it stops turning.*
7. When done, raise lever back up to the regular skiving position.

*DO NOT STOP PRESSING FOOT PEDAL WHILE SHARPENING. WAIT TILL YOU’VE FULLY TURNED SHARPENING KNOB BACK TO RIGHT.

When your blade needs sharpening you will start to feel 
“drag” as you feed your leather.  You will want to 
sharpen just before this drag starts to occur. This is 
something that will become more intuitive to feel over 
time. You will probably be sharpening your knife more 
often than you think. 

Lever below  is currently in the up 
position. To lower push it down.

Sharpening Knob
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HOW TO

Inspect Knife for Burrs

DIRECTIONS
1. Make sure skiver is turned OFF
2. Step on Foot Pedal gently/just a little (to loosen tension on hand wheel)
3. Turn hand wheel (either direction) and inspect the edge of the bell for 

burrs as knife rotates. 

Periodically your knife may get burrs.  When this occurs it may skive unevenly in a small spot, 
nick a spot, or worse tear a hole in your leather. This will typically impact thinner or softer 
leathers first, before thicker leathers. Minor burrs may be resolved with sharpening. 
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DIRECTIONS
1. Attach “handle” to this knob. (Knob should be located in your drawer.)
2. Start turning handle to left.  (Knob starts out feeling loose; so it can take a bit before you will feel and see the 

knife start to move to the left. Keep an eye on the Knife until is correct with only a small space between 
presser foot and knife.

3. Once done, remove the handle (so it doesn’t get lost)

HOW TO

Advance/Move 
Bell Knife to Left
As the knife starts to wear down (from use/sharpening), a 
gap will begin to appear between the right side of the 
presser foot and the knife. When this occurs you will need 
to advance the knife to the left. (Otherwise, your leather 
may start to get caught.)

This is image of knob is without
the turning handle attached.
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HOW TO

Adjust the height of Feed Stone (to increase/ 
decrease the gap)
The correct gap between bell knife and feed stone is for there to be “just” barely enough space for a regular piece of paper to 
slip’n slide between between them.  (The gap should not be more than this and the feed-stone should never touch the knife.)

DIRECTIONS
1. First loosen 

lock-nut
(inner knob)

2. Then turn 
adjustment
knob
(outer knob)

3. Once done adjusting, 
tighten the lock-nut 
back in place to set.

In this image, it looks like there is not quite enough space 
between the blade and the stone (towards the front.)
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HOW TO

Change angle (“cant”) of Feed/Drive 
Stone to make it consistently level with 
convex curve of knife
This can occasionally get out of alignment. When this happens your fabric can get caught or pull thru unevenly.

DIRECTIONS
1. Loosen the lock-nut (one in back)

(left=loose / right=tight)

2. Turn the Adjustment Knob (front one)
(it adusts the back side of the 
feed stone so you can level it.)

3. When done  adjusting, tighten 
lock-nut back in place to set. Knob

In this image, the stone looks level, and
the gap looks just about right.
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This is meant to be quick-reference for  “basic” maintenance.

Other adjustments such as de-burring the bell knife or curing issues with 
the sharpening stone, are not covered here.

In all cases where you are unsure how to diagnose a problem or fix an 
issue, consult your dealer. 

Most dealers realize that getting used to a new skiver can be more 
nuanced than an industrial sewing machine. Especially because a knife 
is involved. And also because leather can vary; and if you are buying 
your first skiver, you may also be relatively new to working with leather.


